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Strong discontinuities in the stresses and the rates of strain in a compressible 

rigid-plastic body are investigate. 
Changes in the relationships at the stress discontinuity surface [l] are obtained 

for an arbitrary condition of plasticity, the latter depending on the first invariant 

of the stress tensor. 

The generalized condition of the Huber-von Mlses [Z] limit equilibrium is in- 

vestigated as an illustration of the use of the relations obtained. 
The restrictions imposed on the components of the rate of strain tensor are 

determined. 

1. Let us consider a rigid-plastic solid whose limiting state is described by 

f (a, &, X,) = 9 (a= ‘/SUiC) (i.i) 

Here u is the first invariant of the stress tensor, while Z,, 2, are the second and third 
invariant of the stress deviator, respectively. 

The associated law of plastic flow is 

Efj = '12 ('i,j + uj,il =haj/aa,j @>,O) (f-2) 

Here h is an undetermined multiplier and ui,i is the partial derivative of the project- 
ion of the rate of displacement on the sj-axis. From (1.2) follows p] 

Eii = kaj / & 0.3) 

which defines the “associated” compressibility of the material, 
Assume that a surface S exists in an isotropic rigid-plastic body, which is the stress 

~discontinuity surface. The stresses which are in contact at the surface S must be con- 

tinuous. Therefore, from the conditions of equilibrium it follows that 

[aij]vj=o (['fjl = b*j+-bfj-) (1.4) 

Here the upper plus and minus signs denote the stresses at each side of S and Vi is the 
unit normal to this surface. 

The state of stress at each side of S must satisfy the limiting state condition (1.1). 
It follows therefore that 

If ((3, z,, 2311 = j (u+, q, q- j (KY q, q = 0 (1.5) 

Let us assume that the components of the tensor Efj become discontinuous on passing 
through S. Then the geometrical compatibility conditions at the surface of discontinuity 

become Cl1 [Eij] = l/2 (hrvj + hjV,) = [hPij], n, = [u,, j] vj, P,j = aj / asfj (i.6) 
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Following [4], we shall show that for the convex conditions of p&stic flow at the 
stress discontinuity surface in a compressible body the plastic deformation rates become 
equal to zero. To do this we define a local coordinate system at a point on s such, 
that the normal vf to S coincides with the direction of the x3 -axis. Then 

vx = v, - 0, Y* = 1 (1.7) 

In the local coordinate system (1.7) the relations (1.4) and (1.6) give, respectively, 

io,,l - [ozsl= [l&J = 0, Ie,] = [cuJ = IsA = 0 (1.3) 

These in turn imply that 

iaijl [eijl = O (W 

holds on S On the other hand, for the convex plastic flow surfaces the prinefple of the 
maximum rate of dissipation of mechanical energy implies that 

[ciifl brjl > 0 (1.10) 

Comparing (1.9) and (1.10) we conclude that the relations 

erf+ 5 eii- = 0 (1.11) 

hold at the stress discontinuity surface. 
In Cl] it was shown that in the latter case [ur,jj= 0 and the following relations hold 

on’s Ia{jl = % (“i’j + ‘jvJ = [$‘.ijl 
(i.iZ) 

aii = a.. ~~,k...l~k~‘~~~* Ci~~Ui.jk...l~Vjvk~~~V~~ 9 = A, ,I(.. LVk . - * v; 

To find 4 we multipiy (1.12) by vj and sum over the repeated indices. This gives 

c{ = 2 [$pfjl vj - [WPkl vi8 [gPkkl = [‘kItI = ‘k’k (1.13) 

Since the matrial is assumed to be p&stically compressible, the quantity b$Pkkl should 
not vanish at the surface of discontinuity S. On inserting 4 given by (1.13) into (1.12) 
the latter become 

[$pjr] VkVj f [$‘jk; Vkvi - (‘kPkkl ‘tvj = [q’iji (IJ‘Q 

only three of which are linearly independent. Relations (1.14) together with (1.4) and 
(1.5) form a closed system of seven equations defining the unknowns eij and t. In the 
local coordinate system (1.7) the system (1.4X1.5) and (1.14) becomes 

[f (u, &, Z,)] = 0, f wltsl = 0, 1W1rl = fV1Pl = Iw~zz1 = 0 (1.15) 

2, Let us investigate the relations (1.14) applied to the generalized Huber-van Mises 
limiting equilibrium condition. well-known in the soil mechanics. 

SiiSij = 2 (3 - aa)a (sij= aijM1/8?k&bijn d < 3 /a) (.w) 

Here Sij is the stress deviator and &ij is the Kronecker delta, while a and @ are 
physical constants. 

In this case the relations (1.15) become Is 
if il 
+ *- 2 (p- aaj2] = 0 (2.21 

bp (3s,, + Zap - 2a*u)] = O,[g (3Spn_ + 2aS - 2a2a)l = 0, IWJ = 0 (2.3) 

I Uial - 0 (2.4) 
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Using the relations (2.4). together with the property Skk = 0 valid for the diagonal 
components of the stress daviator. we can write (2.2) in the form 

(2.5) 

Inserting the values of the components of oil obtained from (2.3) into (2.5) we obtain, 
after some manipulations, 

($- / lp+)2 = 1 (2.6) 

From (2.3) it follows that the stress discontinuity is only possible when tp- / (p+ = -4, 
and when the following relations hold at S : 

511- = 2asa+Tl- 72 - on+, 522- = 2as+~l- 72 - 022+ 

(2.7) 
oas- = ciga+, 412- = -ala+, ols- = Q2+, ug-=bl+ 

(2.8) 

Tl = (3 + 2s) / (3 - 49), 72 = i2ap / (3 - 4~2~) 

The components of the stress tensor efj can be expressed in terms of three principal 
stresses oj using the following transformation 

eif = all+lj+ aamirnj + Wii?ij (2.9) 

Here ii, mi and ni are the direction cosines of the principal axes, connected by the 
following relations: 

lilj + mpj + npj = aij (2.10) 

Inserting (2.9) into (2.7) and taking into account (2.10) we obtain a system of twelve 
equations in al-, CC, CG-, ii, mi- and ni-_ Solution of this system can be written in 
the following form 

e1- = 2a,s~l- 72 - a+, 62- = 2sssT1- T2 - c2+, or = 2633~l- 72 - (Ia+ 

h- = + II+, ml- = * ml+, nl- = T nl+ 

(2.11) 
12’ = + 12+, m2- = f m2+, n2- = F n2+ 

IS- = 7 13+, nw = i m3+, n3- = f n3- 

Thus from [l] and (2.11) it follows that the plastic compressibility of the material 
affecu only the magnitude of the stresses. The corresponding principal axes remain 

equally inclined to the surface S and lie on the planes passing through the normal to 
S. 

3. We assume that the rates of strain %j become discontinuous at some surface X 
We have shown p”viously that under the convex conditions of plastic flow the rates 

of deformation become zero at the stress discontinuity surface in a compressible rigid- 

plastic’body, i.e. they are continuous. 
From this it follows that the stress discontinuity surface S and the rate of strain dis- 

continuity surface X do not coincide. 

Let us assume that the rates of displacement are continuous on IJ and find the restric- 

tions which must be imposed on the discontinuities in the values of the components of 
eij for solutions of the system (1.6) to exist. 

Multiplying (1.6) by vj we find 

iii = 2 [Qjl Yj - Iekkl vi (3.1) 

where vi is the unit normal to X. 
The condition of plastic compressibility implies that the sum [ekk] does not vanish. 
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Then the system (1.6) carp be written in the form 

[sir] = [8&YkYj + [Bjk] vkvi - i&k] vivj (34 

In the local coordinate system (1.7) the relations (3.2) become 

fenI = [+I = [%I = 6 (3.3) 

The components sU* %a and sss undergo a jump on the surface Z Choosing the axes 
9 to coincide with the principal axes of the rate of deformation tensor, we obtain 

from (3.2) 
= --Ied VlVa = 0, 

;;; e 
fell (i - vr”) + [%I vlll + Ied v? = 0 (3.4) 

-_[erl v,v, = 09 l+l Vsa + let1 (1 - Vs’) + ISI vaa = 0 

fess1 = -_[e,] vp, = 0, [e,l WI* + IsI vs2 + [e,l (1 - W = 0 

The condition of compressibility and the existence of discontinuities on the surface Z 
imply that the determinant of the three right hand side equations of (3.4) must be equal 
to zero. i.e. 

(3.5) 

This in turn implies that either one or two of the principal axes lie in a plane tangent 
to Z . Relations (3.4) and (3.5) yield various soludons for the discontinuities in the values 
of the components of the rate of deformation tensor 

v1 = 0, Va # 09 vs + 0, [e,l = 0, [es1 = (1 - v~-~) Ied 
VI # 09 Va = 09 vs # 09 14 = 0, 14 = (1 - vsm2) [es] 

v1# 6, vs # 6, vs = 6, Issl = 6, IQ = (I- vs-*) [es] (3.6) 
vr = v, =o, vs=i, [eJ = Iezl = 0, [es1 # 0 

VI = VQ = 0, v,=l, &I = [es1 = 0, [es1 # 0 
% = vg = 0, VI= 1, [es1 = lesl = 0, [eJ # 0 

Thus the above solutions impose restrictions on the magnitude of the d&continuities 
in the components of the rate of deformation tensor, such as are necessary for the system 
(1.6) tc have a solution. 
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